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Delivering World Class Without the Price 

Thinix Business Centers

Save Costs and Let us Upgrade Your PC Remotely  

FamilySafe®

Thinix offers the most affordable, reliable, and secure business 
center and public-use PC solutions in the hospitality industry 
today. With the ability to meet CIPA standards and top of the line 
PCs that result in 92% less support calls, the choice is clear. Thinix 
is the next step in business center technology.

Thinix can remotely upgrade PCs to the latest Thinix technology, saving you hardware costs and time. This will 
equip your compatible computers with the industry leading Thinix security and branding software. These systems 
will receive the same industry-leading service and support as new computers that are purchased from Thinix.

Thinix’s FamilySafe business centers and guest computers ensure 
your guests have safe and secure online access and comes standard 
with integrated filtering to prevent the viewing of adult and explicit 
websites and is compliant with CIPA standards. 

“Thinix worked with our 
business and to this day 
keeps all my business 
centers running at 100%. 
They really help me cater to 
my guests’ needs and I know 
that my PCs are online and 
ready for use.” 

                     -Mr. Madesh Patel

Owner, Quality Inn & Suites
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About Thinix
Thinix strives to the be trusted choice for managed technology solutions by furnishing customers with business 

advantages through easy, safe, and secure technology.

Beautifully Designed

Fully Customized and Uniquely Branded

Integrated Security

Privacy Protection

Affordable Expert Technical Support

FamilySafe Content Filtering

Our Main Features

Thinix GuestFirst™ Support

Thinix Guest-Use PCs utilize artist-designed interfaces designed for customers 
with the highest level of standards.

Thinix’s own US-based support team works tirelessly to ensure our 
customer’s business centers operate reliably each day. To accomplish 
this, Thinix processes tens of thousands of software updates and patches 
every month and monitor systems to ensure they are operating correctly.

Every Thinix PC is branded (at no extra charge) for each hotel or business with 
interfaces that are optimized for each customer’s logo and color scheme.

We provide military-grade secure software that “locks down” each PC  
– protecting you and your guests from all malware intrusions.

Thinix CleanSlate™ securely deletes browsing history and files 
ensuring a safe experience for all of your users. 

We offer the most affordable PC technical support in the 
market today. The Thinix experts reduce support calls by 
92% compared to industry average. 

Protect your users from inappropriate 
web content that complies with the 
Child Internet Protection Act (CIPA).


